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A. Shared storage allows the operating system paging files and the VMware page files 
to be isolated from other virtual machine files 
B. Shared storage allows Horizon View to deploy virtual desktops more quickly than if 
local storage is used 
C. Shared storage allows VMware features such as DRS and HA to enhance the 
VMware environment 
D. Shared storage provides the hardware required by the View Storage Accelerator 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 87 
You have many users who have purchased Android-based mobile devices. You need to 
be able to securely provision a corporate workspace to their mobile devices. Which 
solution will enable this capability? 

A. View Client with Local Mode 
B. View Client for Android 
C. Horizon Mobile 
D. Horizon Workspace 

Answer: D 

Reference: 
http://www.vmware.com/uk/products/horizon-workspace/features.html 

QUESTION: 88 
You are designing a Horizon View deployment. You have several departments which 
allow their users to work from home several days a week. Which solution can help 
secure your user's access to their virtual desktops? 

A. View Security Server 
B. Horizon Mirage 
C. Horizon Workspace 
D. vShield Endpoint 

Answer: C 

Reference: 
http://www.vmware.com/uk/products/horizon-workspace/features.html 
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QUESTION: 89 

What is a definition of a Linked Clone?
 

A. A Linked Clone is a full, read-write copy of another virtual desktop 
B. A Linked Clone is a virtual desktop that forms a "virtual cluster" with another 
virtual desktop C. A Linked Clone is a read-only copy of another virtual machine that 
uses a delta disk to retain any changes 
D. A Linked Clone is permanently linked to a specific ESXi server 

Answer: A 

Reference: 
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/view_storage_considerations.pdf(page 14) 

QUESTION: 90 
You are a VMware consultant, and a client has asked what role the View Agent plays 
in Horizon View. How should you respond? 

A. The View Agent allows a central backup server to back up the data from within a 
virtual desktop 
B. The View Agent is responsible for alerting the user when a new Operating System 
patch is available 
C. The View Agent is installed on each client physical desktop and allows the client to 
log in to their virtualdesktop 
D. The View Agent is installed in each virtual desktop, authenticating the client and 
providing access. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 91 
You are a VMware consultant. You client is asking if there is a way to provide a 
generic virtual desktop to users as they login. Users will not save data to their desktop; 
all client data is redirected through GPO. Which technology will accomplish this 
request? 

A. Full Clones 
B. Dedicated pools 
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C. Floating pools 
D. Linked Clones 

Answer: C 

Reference: 
http://myvirtualcloud.net/?p=1716 

QUESTION: 92 

A colleague asks you how applications that are graphics intensive can be virtualized. 

How should you reply?
 

A. Applications that are graphics intensive are not good candidates for virtualization 
B. Applications that are graphics intensive can be configured with additional RAM and 
CPU to ensure good performance 
C. Applications that are graphics intensive can be configured to offload graphics 
rendering to a physical GPU adapter 
D. Applications that are graphics intensive can be virtualized as long as the correct 
vSphere licensing level is chosen 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 93 

You are the VMware administrator for an architectural firm. Several of your users 

require high- capacity video rendering adapters to complete drawings and simulations. 

Which technology will help in resolving this issue? 


A. Direct-path I/O 
B. Graphics offload 
C. Host caching 
D. ThinApp 

Answer: A 

Reference: 
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/techpaper/vmware-horizon-view-graphics-
acceleration-deployment.pdf 
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